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CONFERENCE REPORT

Can any agreement be reached on cholesterol
lowering?

P N Durrington

Reports in the scientific and lay press on the
current evidence from epidemiological and
clinical trials for the benefit of lowering blood
cholesterol often appear to be at variance. In
May 1993 the British Hyperlipidaemia
Association held a symposium at the Royal
College of Physicians' to establish where
there was agreement and to produce guide-
lines to identify people who might live longer
as a result of therapy. A series of contentious
issues were considered.
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Are low concentrations of serum choles-
terol associated with an increased risk of
death from non-cardiovascular causes
A meta-analysis of 18 separate cohort studies
of 150 0002 men presented by D R Jacobs
showed an increasing gradient of risk of death
associated with increasing cholesterol for
coronary heart disease as well as for all car-

diovascular disease. In 11 studies of 120 000
women there was a similar gradient for coro-

nary heart disease but not for all cardiovascu-
lar disease pooled. In women deaths from
coronary heart disease (CHD) accounted for
only about half of total cardiovascular mortal-
ity. In men a similar effect would be masked
by the large number of coronary deaths. The
implication of this might be that in women
the likelihood of death from non-cardiac vas-

cular diseases, such as stroke, was inversely
related to serum cholesterol.

In both men and women the mortality
from all non-cardiovascular causes was higher
in those with serum cholesterol concentra-
tions < 4 mmol/l. There were similar findings
in the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial
(MRFIT) of 350 000 men. Lipid concentra-
tions as low as < 4 mmol/l would never be an

aim of therapy, so the argument about
whether lowering cholesterol causes non-
cardiovascular disease is perhaps irrelevant.
The suggested causal relation between non-

cardiovascular disease and low cholesterol is
challenged by long-term studies that show
that low serum cholesterol is associated with
chronic ill health for many years before death.
A study of men aged 22 who were followed
for 42 years showed that not only cardiovas-
cular mortality but also non-cardiovascular
mortality increased directly with serum cho-
lesterol concentration.'
G Davey Smith pointed out that the

MRFIT trial,4 cited by Jacobs, showed that

men aged 35-39 followed for 12 years
demonstrated no relation between cholesterol
and non-coronary mortality. The inverse rela-
tion was only apparent in elderly men, some
of whom would be chronically sick. If the
relation were causal, it would be expected in
all cohorts. In the Renfrew and Paisley Study
cholesterol was inversely related to lung can-
cer mortality.5 However, a cohort of similar
size recruited in Glasgow at the same time
from people who were all employed and
might thus be expected to be more healthy
showed no such relation. Furthermore in the
Whitehall study when the confounding fac-
tors associated with increased mortality and
low cholesterol were taken into account the
associations between low cholesterol and
increased non-coronary mortality were
reduced or abolished.6 That cholesterol
lowering in clinical trials (as opposed to
spontaneously low concentrations) does not
increase the risk of death from non-coronary
disease was evident from a recently published
meta-analysis of 35 cholesterol-lowering
intervention trials in 57 000 patients.7 In this
the degree to which cholesterol was reduced
far from being associated with increasing
non-cardiovascular mortality if anything, cor-
related with its decrease.8
One commonly suggested mechanism, by

which decreases in serum cholesterol could
increase deaths not caused by CHD, is
by influencing cell membrane function.
However, very low concentrations of choles-
terol, have to be achieved for the composition
of membranes, even of blood cells, to be
affected9 and many tissues (the brain in par-
ticular) do not rely on low density lipoprotein
for their cholesterol supply, which they syn-
thesise themselves.'0 In inherited disorders
such as hypobetalipoproteinaemia in which
low cholesterol concentrations are habitually
present throughout life longevity rather than
premature non-cardiovascular death is the
rule.1' On balance the evidence suggests that
low cholesterol is not in itself a cause of
increased mortality.

What is the balance between the advan-
tages and disadvantages of reducing
serum cholesterol?
In the meta-analysis presented by Davey
Smith,7 of all identified randomised con-
trolled trials of cholesterol-lowering treat-
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ments with a follow up of 6 months or more
and with at least one death CHD mortality in
individual trials differed more than 100-fold.
Primary prevention trials clustered at the low
end of the range of risk and secondary pre-
vention trials at the upper end. The odds of
dying of any cause in the treatment groups as
compared with the control groups was signifi-
cantly related (p < 0-001) to the risk of coro-
nary heart disease in the control group. When
the annual coronary heart disease mortality
exceeded 3% all-cause mortality decreased in
the intervention group, while at lower rates it
increased.
An overall benefit of cholesterol lowering

in high risk patients was strongly supported
by other contributions. Lewis looked specifi-
cally at trials in patients with existing
ischaemic heart disease7 12 in whom it is
known that 50% of coronary deaths occur.
80% of all deaths in these trials were caused
by coronary heart disease. Lewis also
reviewed the findings of coronary angio-
graphic studies that show that regression of
coronary disease is possible with lipid-lower-
ing therapy.'3-'7 One of the most striking find-
ings was a 68% decrease in the need for
coronary bypass surgery in patients whose
cholesterol was reduced by 23% by partial
ileal bypass surgery.16

Holme's meta-analysis, of more than
135 000 participants was larger than any
other because it included trials in which the
intervention was multifactorial and not
confined to cholesterol lowering. 18 He too
concluded that the likelihood of benefit from
cholesterol-lowering was greatest in patients
at high risk of coronary heart disease. His
study indicated that in addition to patients
with established coronary disease, symptom-
free individuals with the highest cholesterol
concentrations also stood to benefit.
The benefits of lowering cholesterol are

therefore clearest in those with declared
ischaemic heart disease and those with high
cholesterol concentrations. There is no evi-
dence of any beneficial effects on all cause
mortality in symptomfree people with a mild
or moderate increase in lipids.

Why is there no favourable effect on all
cause mortality in those without a high
risk of coronary death?
There was disagreement about the explana-
tion for this lack of effect. Davey Smith main-
tained that there was an increase in
non-cardiac death in cholesterol-lowering tri-
als involving drug treatment (but not in trials
that did not involve drugs) and that this
increase nullified any beneficial effect in trials
where there were few coronary deaths. R Peto
and R Collins, however, were critical of
Davey Smith's meta-analysis and believed
that some of the trials he had included were
unsuitable. In their meta-analysis of 22 trials
of 42 000 people they too found a small
increase in non-cardiac deaths in the inter-
vention groups, but this did not relate to any
specific cause and probably arose by chance.

The total number of people participating in
the trials was too small to yield sufficiently
large numbers of deaths to draw any reliable
conclusion.
The reason for the lack of favourable effect

on all cause mortality in low risk individuals
remains unexplained.

Are there particular high risk groups?
G R Thompson described some of the high
risk syndromes in which current evidence
favours the introduction of lipid-lowering
drugs even in the absence of CHD if dietary
therapy alone proves ineffective. Patients with
genetic hyperlipidaemia, particularly those
with familial hypercholesterolaemia and type
III hyperlipoproteinaemia, and people in
whom polygenic dyslipidaemia was combined
with multiple risk factors, such as a family
history of ischaemic heart disease, diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, and a long history of
heavy cigarette smoking were often at suffi-
ciently high risk to justify drug treatment.'920
Thompson also discussed the increased risk
posed by hypercholesterolaemia when it was
combined with raised concentrations of
triglycerides and low concentrations of HDL
cholesterol. He considered that fibrinogen
and lipoprotein (a) would soon play an
important part in risk assessment. What is
really needed is a means of calculating indi-
vidual coronary risk, but this does not exist at
present because none of the prospective stud-
ies has included all the risk factors.
Nevertheless many patients with hypercholes-
terolaemia, who are clearly at high coronary
risk, are not receiving treatment. In the
United Kingdom less than 10% of the popu-
lation have had their serum cholesterol mea-
sured compared with 40% in many other
European countries.

Is there a consensus view?
One conclusion from the symposium was that
there was clear evidence that lowering choles-
terol in those at higher risk of coronary
disease was beneficial. Population approaches
to cholesterol lowering based on dietary mod-
ification are justified, but the benefits of lipid
lowering medication are only evident in
people at high coronary risk. Currently, for
those in the middle of the risk range conclu-
sions about lipid-lowering drugs are not
entirely reliable and therapeutic decisions
must be based on clinical judgement. There
is a strong case for mounting a clinical trial of
one of the more recently developed lipid-low-
ering drugs, which may have a more
favourable benefit:risk ratio and might thus
be indicated in patients at lower risk.

Practical considerations
The decision to introduce cholesterol-lower-
ing medication should not be taken on the
basis of the absolute concentration of choles-
terol itself, but rather on an assessment of
overall coronary risk.2' An important issue for
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Can any agreement be reached on cholesterol lowering?

Recommendations ofBritish Hyperlipidaemia Association on priorities and cut-off values
for lipid-lowering drug therapy for hypercholesterolaemia persisting after institution of
dietary treatment

Total LDL
cholesterol cholesterol

Priority Patient category (mmol/l) (mmol/l)

First Patients with established CHD,
including post-CABG, angioplasty,
or cardiac transplant, or with other
significant atherosclerosis > 5 2 > 3-5

Second Patients with genetically determined
hyperlipidaemia (for example, familial
hypercholesterolaemia) or with
multiple risk factors (family history
diabetes, mellitus, hypertension,
long history of smoking) > 6-5 > 5 0

Third Men without evidence of atherosclerosis
or other risk factors > 7 8 > 6-0

Fourth Post-menopausal women* without
evidence of other risk factors > 7-8 > 6-0

*Take account of premature menopause or low HDL cholesterol. It may be more appropriate to
consider hormone replacement therapy before lipid lowering medication.

those responsible for issuing guidelines for
the management of hyperlipidaemia is what is
the level of absolute risk at which benefit
from treating raised cholesterol concentra-
tions might accrue? Davey Smith highlighted
this by showing that many of the published
guidelines particularly those from the United
States22 go far beyond any reasonable inter-
pretations of the evidence and are particularly
open to criticism because they recommend
the use of lipid-lowering drugs at lower levels
of risk in women than they do in men. The
British Hyperlipidaemia Association guide-
lines (table), by assigning patients to different
orders of priority according to the certainty
with which risk can be established and the
strength of the evidence in favour of treat-
ment are designed to overcome this problem.

Shortcomings of current evidence
Meta-analysis, whatever its appeal to statisti-
cians, cannot be more than a rough guide to
the clinical value of intervention. Many of the
trials included in meta-analysis were short-
term, lasting less than 2 years. In the meta-
analysis presented by Peto and Collins the
decrease in the incidence of coronary heart
disease in trials lasting less than 2 years was
9% whereas in trials lasting longer it was
22%. Many of the trials included in the meta-
analyses were analysed on an intention-to-
treat basis. That means that patients who did
not comply with medication were included in
the intervention group. In the Lipid Research
Clinic Trial it was evident that the decrease in
cholesterol in the intervention group as a
whole was 8% and the decrease in coronary
incidence 10%.23 It was estimated that in the
patients who complied fully with medication
the decrease in cholesterol was 25% and the
decrease in coronary incidence 49%.
Intention-to-treat analysis is the only unbi-
ased way to analyse a trial, but the result it
gives is qualitative: a quantitatively greater
benefit is likely to accrue in clinical practice.
This view could be challenged if the inci-
dence of adverse side effects were related to
cholesterol-lowering, but it is known that
non-cardiovascular deaths are unrelated to
cholesterol reduction7 24 or even to compli-

ance with medication.25 Also in clinical prac-
tice it is now possible to identify particular
patterns of hyperlipidaemia for which certain
lipid lowering drugs are particularly suited:
in clinical trials published so far only one
choice or agent was available. For all these
reasons the 3% annual decrease in death from
coronary heart disease where all-cause
mortality is decreased in clinical trials, as
established by Davey Smith et al,7 will be at
least halved in clinical practice.

Furthermore attempts to use prospective
studies to assess the levels of coronary risk in
patients identified by the guidelines may
underestimate the risk because of regression
dilution bias. In most prospective studies one
measurement of cholesterol made at the out-
set is related to the subsequent incidence of
events. No matter how large the study is this
procedure is going to underestimate the risk
associated with factors such as cholesterol or
blood pressure.26 This is because of biological
and analytical variation in the initial measure-
ment. A participant in a prospective study
categorised as being in the upper range for
cholesterol on the basis of one measurement
is more likely to have a true mean value
(which can only be estimated as the mean of
several measurements) that is lower than the
initial value rather than higher. At the lower
end of the scale the opposite is the case. The
effect of this is that the relation between
mean cholesterol and risk is steeper by about
half as much again than that reported in stud-
ies employing single measurements which are
frequently used to estimate risk. Taking this
into account a man of 55 with a cholesterol of
7-8 mmol/l (normal triglycerides and low
density lipoprotein cholesterol 6-0 mmol/l)
and no other risk factors would have an
annual risk of coronary death of 1% predicted
from Framington data.27 If the value of 7*8
mmol/l was established after a series of read-
ings as is recommended in the British
Hyperlipidaemia Association guidelines the
risk is probably closer to 1-5%. Additionally it
is likely that the risk attaching to a cholesterol
concentration of 7-8 mmol/l when it has been
achieved as the result of reduction from a
previously higher value by dietary treatment
will be greater than for a similar spontaneous
concentration.

British Hyperlipidaemia Association
guidelines
Present evidence is consistent with benefit for
priorities as low as the third category (table).
The lowest priority (women with cholesterol
> 7-8 mmol/I and no other risk factor) would
certainly include some patients in whom evi-
dence of benefit was equivocal, but if serum
high density lipoprotein cholesterol were low
or the cholesterol concentration were sub-
stantially greater than 7-8 mmol/l, the risk of
coronary heart disease could be sufficiently
high to justify lipid-lowering drug therapy if
diet were not effective enough. The relatively
low priority in women is because of the lim-
ited trial data in women, the uncertainty
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about optimum cholesterol concentrations in
women, and the likelihood that lipoprotein
concentrations with which many clinicians
are unfamiliar must be taken into account.
This argument is not intended to apply to
women with established genetic hyperlipi-
daemia, atherosclerosis or multiple risk fac-
tors, particularly diabetes. Furthermore, age
at the menopause is important in assessing
cardiovascular risk and hormone replacement
therapy should frequently be considered
before lipid lowering drug treatment as a
means of reducing cardiovascular risk.

Conclusion
There seems to be more agreement about the
evidence for the benefit of lipid lowering than
is apparent from recent reports in the scien-
tific and lay press. Use of the four categories
of priority allows individual physicians to
make their own decisions about the level at
which they will actively intervene. It is impor-
tant in the United Kingdom to ensure that
those people in the highest categories of risk;
who could benefit from current knowledge
about lipid lowering treatment, do receive it.
At present too few do. It is, however, equally
important that some who do not stand to
benefit are not ill-advisedly prescribed such
treatment. Both groups would benefit from
improvements in medical practice.

I thank Dr G Davey Smith of the University of Glasgow
Department of Public Health for providing valuable com-
ments on an earlier draft of this paper.
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